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UCF cited for violating state pesticide taws
by Mich~el Lafferty
Future staff

A Department of Agriculture investigatfon has
found that state guidelines were violated in the applic~tion of the pesticide Mocap by the UCF grounds
department.
The investigation cited four violations, two of
which vyere reported in the April 24 Future. The
inquiry was conducted by Jerry Nichols, a DOA investigator working under the auspices of the · Enviromental Protection Agency .
.
A warning letter issued to Physical Plant Director
Don Lee, and Grounds Supervisor J.C. Hicks stated
the infringements "are serious ·violations of F lorida
law which should never have occured at the University of Central Florida."
The letter indicates the first violation occurred
when UCF did not have the "SLN (Special Local
Need) label for use of Mocap." This label lists

requirements for spreading Mocap on an area other
than crops, and m\lst be in the hands of the licensed
applicator during the chemical's use.
Hicks said he thought the labels were on the Mocap
bags when they were purchased . He went back to the
chemical company to get the labels after Nichols had
started the investigation.
The second violation read: "A broadcast spreader
was used, whereas the label specifies only a gravityflow or drop-type applicator may be used." A broadcast spreader sprays the pesticide in a widely scattered pattern. A drop-type spreader drops the
pesticide straight down to the ground .'
Mocap is ·granulated and can become airborne.
Label warnings indicate it can be rapidly absorbed
through the skin, causing chest tightness, sweating,
stomach pains, vomiting and contraction of pupils .
A third violation reads: "No apparent formal effort was undertaken to keep people off the treated
area ." The label on Mocap bags instructs users to

"keep all unprotected persons and pets out of the
area until after water has been applied ·and granu-les
have been thoroughly washed into soil -and area is
thoroughly dry .''
Finally, the letter questioned whether proper
protective clothing was worn by the grounds man
applying Mocap. The Mocap label warns,
'.' ... Rapidly absorbed through the skin. Wear protective clothing .. ."
The letter comments: "Information received by
statements indicates that Mr. (Joseph) Hall, the applicator,"did not suffer any immediate consequen~es
from using the Mocap. He did wear a respirator and
a filt~r mask; however, he was wearing a shortsleeved shirt and tennis shoes ."
,
.
The inquiry began about six week~ ago when
psychology student Charles Evans noticed a
chemical, which exuded a pungent onion smell, being
spread near the Humanities ·a nd Fine Arts Building.

Mocap, page 6

State refuses
to pay dean's
moving bill
by Mike Griffin
Associate editor

Jim Abbott
Future staff

John Wiiiiama/Future ·

.Rocket ride
Students examine a rocket car displayed Wednesday at the Future Auto .Show. The rocket

p_o wered car can finish the quarter-mile m five
at 300 m.p.h.
seconds, traveling
'.
.

.Federal court ruling

UCF can refuse to host gay conference
by Bryan McLawho~
Future staff

A federal judge ruled Friday that
_Gay Community Services of Central
Florida may trot use UCF facilities this
weekend for its Sixth Annual Florida
Conference.
U.S . pistrict Judge George C. Young
deni ed Cay Community Services a
restrain ing order that would have
allowed the group to use the UCF
Engineering
Building
over
the
Memorial Day weekend.
An Orlando Sentinel Star article
said Young ruled that Gay Community
Services "failed to comply with the
requi rem en ts" for permission to use
· the buildings.
John P. Goree,. vice president of
Business Affairs, said in a letter to Don

Chapma~, director of Gay Community ' Gay Community Services filed suit
Services,
that
his
organization
originaily identified itself as the NoT- .
-theast Orange Community Mental ·
Health Center, when it first requested
UCF facilities · and was given tentative
approval. The letter denied cainpus access as a result.
Ronni Saules, president of Gay
Community Services, said she only left
the r:iumber of the health center as
where she might be phoned when she
-first requested space. She said she qid
not identify herself as Tepresenting the
health center.
Sauls said she told Judy Monroe,
space and facilities analyst for the
budget office, "I am president of Gay
Community Services, and we w'ould
like to have our sixth an.n1.ial ·conFerence on campus."

against the Florida Board of Regents
and UCF President Trevor Colbourn
on May 8, accusing UCF of refusing to
permit the group to use campus
facilities due to its nature.
The conference wiil now be held at
the Loch Haven Park Community Center. Speakers and entertainers will
prest"nt workshops, exhibits, entertainment and recreational e~e~ts . Six
keynote speakers, including Malcolm
Boyd will address the crowd. Boyd is a
well-known
author,
critic
and
Episcopal priest who in the 1970s
acknowledged he was gay.
Chapman said the conf~rence is
currently running "a deficit of $2,000
to $3,000." The group Iias had to pay
for costs of moving the conference
Suit, page 3

The State Comptroller's Office and
the Department of Administration
have refused to approve payment of a
$15,000 moving bill incurred by UCF
last September.
The university's purchasing office
authorized the shipment of Arts and
Sciences Dean Ralph LleweJyn's personal belongings from Indiana.
Ll ewel yn was hired in August und er
the provision that the university would
pay for his family's moving co ts.
Gladys Hort<;>n. ~irector of purchasing, was unaware of a state law ·
limit-ing the shipment of an employee's
personal goods · to l S,000 pounds of
household belongings. ·
"We were informed that the shipment weight would be 30,000 pounds
and ·we gave them the approval to go
·ahead," Horton said.
After the--~overs foa.ded Llewelyn's
possessions,- they realized their actual
weight totaled 57,560 pounds .
Dan Treat, director of the credit
divi ion of United Van Lines, said that
the original estimate was made before
the goods . were loaded. "We don't
know · exact charges until we've
· weighed the goods on the van,' ?· he
said.
According to Treat, when United
Van Lines realized the shipment woul~
exce.e d 30,000 pounds, it revised the
·estimate. He called UCF, giving n~tice
of the new charge totaHng $16, 719.21 .
· Horton said that she approyed the
revision because "we had already
committed
ourselves"
to
both
Llewelyn and-the moving company ..
Horton said she did not expect any
trouble getting state approval fw the
revision because, "it had already approved the original estimate and. we
kn~. we could get revisions in the past." ·.
Moving, page 1 ~
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.- HONORS & A WARDS
The Army ROTC awards ceremony was h~ld May' 14. The following awards
were . pr~s~~t~d at th~· cer.emony:
· ·Assistant Professor of Military Science: Cadet Col. Jim Rosengren.
. Distinguished Military Graduate Award: Cadet ~OL James Rosengren, Cadet
MAJ Robert Wright.
Distinguished Military Student Awa~d: Cadet MAJ Kevin Keehan.
The Superior Cadet Medal: Cadet COL James Rosengren, Cade~ lLT Peter
Aubrey, Cadet CPL David Freeman, Cadet ISGT Nicklas Macchiarella.
The Society of American Military Engineers: Ca.det lLT Janice Baker.
The American Leg~on General ·Military Excel1ence Medal: Cadet MAJ Hector
Valle, Cadet ILT Timothy Raney.
The American Legion Scholastic Excellence Medal: Cadet MAJ Robert Wright,
Cadet ILT Peter Aubrey.
·
The Reserve Officers Association Medal: Cadet MAJ.Michael Hamilton, Cadet
lLT James Summers, Cadet SGT Kimberly Hawley.
The Military Order of the World Wars Medal: Cadet MAJ Donna Kapinus,
. Cadet ILT Janice Baker, Cadet SSGT Kevin Fritz.
· The National Sojourners Medal: Cadet 2LT Frank Theus.
The Sons of the American Revolution Medal: Cadet 2LT Johnny Simon
The Daughters of the American Revolution Medal: Cadet MAJ Michael Mc~
Comber.
The Association of the .United States Army Medal: Cadet l LT Michael Neese.
The Military Order of the Loyal Legion: Cadet 1LT Maury Middleton, Cadet
2LT Laura Morgan.
The Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Association Honor Award:
Cadet MAJ Sandra Baisden.
The Daughters of Founders and Patriots Medal: 1 SGT ~ickolas Macchiarella.
Community Relations Award: Cadet MAJ Sandra Baisden, Cadet ILT Mtchael
Neese.

THE DAIR SHOP
Precision S~yle Cut $7 .00

Enrollment.Award: Cadet MAJ Hector Valle, Cadet CPT Karen Wood, Cadet
lLT Peter Aubrey, Cadet ILT Janice Baker, Cadet 2LT John Phillips, Cadet. 2LT
Robert Preshong, Cadel SSGT Kevin Fritz, Cadet CPT Paul Faircloth,' Cadet
lLT Maury Middleton, Cadet lLT Michael Neese; Cadet lLT Arthur Castelli,
C~det ILT Frank Theus, Cadet ISGT Nickolas Macchiarella, Cadet CPL David
Freeman. First Oak Leaf Cluster: Cadet COL James Rosengren, Cadet MAJ
Michael McComber, Cadet MAJ Michael Hamilton, Cadet MAJ Sandra Baisden,
Cadet lLTTimothy Raney.
Physical TJ,"aining Award: Cadet ZLT Cindy Fee, Cadet 2LT Laura_ Morgan,
Cadet 2LT James Payne. First Oak Leaf Cluster: Cadet 1LT Peter Aubrey, Cadet
2LT Robert Mentillo. Second Oak Leaf Cluster: Cadet MAJ Donna Kapinus.
Fourth Oak Leaf Cluster: Cadet COL James Rosengren, c ·a aet CPT Jeff Delk:

•••

The winners of the Alpha Chi Omega Banquet awards are as follows: SeniorSpirit: Joni Perry. Junior Leadership: Barbara Ovellette. Carnation Sisters:
Darlene Shumate, Trish Moletteire, Nancy Thompson. Lyre Strings: Lori
Widican, Trish Moletteire, Darlene Shumate. Spirit Award: Judy Stone. Highest
Graduating Senior GPA: Gina Micalizio. Highest GPA for each class: Senior:
Carol Roy, Junior: Patti Phillips, Sophomore: Dana Menk, Freshman: Julie
Norris.

•••
The UCF Chapter of the United Faculty of Florida elected a new slate of officers to serve through May of 1981 . They are: Phyllis Hudson, president; Dr.
Richard Crepeau, vice president; Dr. Frank Kujawa, treasurer; Eileen ·Able,
secretary; and Delegates-at-Large: Dr. Betty Anderson and Dr. John Riser.
Serving as chairpersons of the standing committees for the coming year are:
Dr. John Dipierro, Dr. Mark Stern, Dr. Bob Bird, Dr. Rose Joels, and Dr. Beth
Barnes.

c
•

41
THE BROTHERS OF
KAPPA SIGMA
WISH TO EXTEND A
WARM THANKS
TO OUR
STAR DUSTERS

Full SeTvlce Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

282-1700
Daily 9.·5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8.

•

NOW OPEN
IN

·UNIVERSITY SQUARE
7 416 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

Salads
-~ !:JIU.P
fZoM>t~

lBJfu:.€

I~

wirtt

DUiie? ~ ~7 11J1-pt

f1tl",Ac ~1 fof111~T~ ~

ourz. OIJJN ~N'1

Mk(.6

11+17

~N? A WINN~!

·Deli Sandwiches

Cheese Platters

Wines Beer
Plus:

Weekend Entertainment

FREE MUG
OF BEER
(Domestic Beer Only)
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY WHOLE SANDWICH
(with this coupon~
EXPIRES JUNE 5. 1981

MAY26-29
.

~\
"\

~

STUDENT CENTER

-c 1981 ArtC.1rvrc1 Class Rings. Inc.
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Cuts in theater funds may.limit performances
by Jim Burgess
Future staff

The Activity and Services Fee Commitee has decreased the University
Theatre's budget 32 percent from last
year's allocation, possibly limiting the
department to two performances next
year instead of four.
The ASF committee, which has
compared
each
organization's .
allocations for last year to what they
will need next year, intended to get
each organization as close to last year's
figures as possible. Afte_r allo~ing the

theatre$ l 4,000 last year, the committee voted unanimously to give. it only
$9,400 for next year. The Theatre
Department had requested $15,600.
The committee had originally
agreed to cut the theatre's budget to as
low as $7,000, noting that theatre
. majors
are .
required
to
participate in productiqns before they
obtain a degree. Some committee
members argued that sinc;:e the productions were an academic activity, the
~niversity administration should be
responsible for funding them.
The ~SF allocations are financed by

a portion 01 a student's tuition, and
fund student activities and services.
The ASF committee is distributing
over $1 m.i llionfo funds in '81-'82.
James
Blount,
student
body
president and ASF committee chairman, said he was not in favor of cut-.
ting any program to this low a ievel.
He said he did not vote on the theatre's
budget because he was "unable to attend that particular meeting."
"The committee's prevailing attitude
from tne start was, if the university
wants it done, they (the university)
should pay for it," Blount said.

Education Building
wins design·awa·rd
by Sherry Reed
AHlstant news editor

Triangular lines of Education

~uilding

Pam Glmson/Future

UCF's EdU<~ation Building,- and the firm Lemon
and Megginson recently won the Governor's Design
Award for archictectural achievement.
Governor Graham instituted the proga~ last year
to recognize examples of outstandihg achievement i~
the development of public facilities by state and local
government.
To be eligible, an agency of state or local government had to nominate any project which was
developed or a_c quired using oublic funds, and which
had been completed ·a nd in use for at least ~o years.
Robert Webb ot Facilities Planning nominated the
UCF's Education Building . . As stated in the
nominating form, the completed building successfully incorporates the required facilities into a
unified whole, providing the flexibility and
stimulating peace that allows a high degree of
student-faculty interaction."
Another consideration was that the building had to
employ energy conservation measures. The building's windows are glazed with a reflecting solar
12ronze glass.
·
The building's design include accessibility tor the
handicapped; and safety features such as windows
that can be operated like doors in emergencies:
- Lemon and Megginson were involved in planning
the first group of buildings at UCF and the existing
·
dorms.
Clyde Brady: a member of the Awards Jury, said,
"The building is compatible with the existing
buildings in terms of scales of materials. The jury
was particularly pleased with the way geometry was
used in the design. The triangular form of the
building added to the diverse functions."

Theatre major Jeff Fullgraf said that
the present budget is part of student
Senator George Chandler's "long
range plan" to force the university
administration into being responsible
for the theatre's budget.
"George has a fantasy that he can do
it," Fullgraf said, "but the administratien doesn't have the money to
do it right now."
Chandler has denied the allegation.
He also said that he wasn't present at
the meeting on which the theatre's
budget was originally cut to$ 7,000. ·
Theatre, page 8

Suit-----from

page l

from UCF to the new site at Loch
Haven. The costs includ~ a $300 fee for·
insurance on a building at Loch
Haven.
The conference had not received
much publicity until the denial of
building space and subsequent lawsuit.
"We are basically a low-key, workwithin-the-system type of group," said
Chapman.
He said there was no extensive
publicity of the event because Gay ·
Community Services felt people interested in attending would hear about
it by ·w ord of mouth or through gay
publications.
Chapma.n said he feels that the
negative publicity of the incident will
have a lasting effect on Gay Comml!nity Ser~ices of Central"Florida and
also on gay organizations in general.
. According to Chapman, GCS does
not know. whether it wiil continue
with the lawsuit now that an alter. nate site for the conference has been
found. Chapman said they will have to
speak with -the group's attorney and
review the ruling of the court. Jere M.
Fishback attorney for Gay Community Services was not available for
comment.

FINDFAUIT
WITHACHllD
lONG ENOUGH AND
HFLL FIND FAULT
WITH HIMSEl.f.

Abused children are
hel~.

Unless you help.
Write: National Committee for
Pr1Nent1on of Child Abuse.
Box 2866, Ch1cag.o. Ill. 60090

r.J!'I

~I

YOU are welcome at the
First Baptist Church
Of Oviedo
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
William R. Marr, D. Min., Pastor

365-3484
Study Your Bible DailyDon 't Cram for the Final!

r.-----~-------,
I

-

'
I
I
1.
I
I
I

.I

8:00 pm-10:00 pm

50¢ Draft
$2.25 Pitcher

AT UNIVERSITY BLVD.
AND GOLDENROD RD •

I 1 Reg. Sabrett Hot Dog
1 Can White Rock Soda
I
(with coupon)

I
I

HAPPY HOUR
EVERY
SATURDAY &SUNDAY

$1.10 plus tax

L~~~-~;.".::~~µ:._~~~ --.-.. -..

-~

....----------------------------------------~--------~--~----------------...,i"~
~

•
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.BULLETIN BOARD
Kevin Sch loot at 644-1515 or Roger
Jolley at 277-1251.

Speaker
Dr. Henry D. Blackburn Jr. will give
a lecture titled "Prevention of i st and
2nd Heart Attacks: B~ckground Practice and Policy" Wednesday at 2 p.m.
in the Science Auditorium. .
Dr.· Blackburn is a professor and
director of the - laboratory of
physiological hygiene, School of
Public Health, at the University of .
Minnesota.
Special guests at the lecture will be
members of the Central Florida Chapter of the American Heart Association.
UCF students, faculty and staff are invited to attend .

IRS Imo·
Representatives from the Internal
Revenue Service will be on campus to
give out information on nationwide
employment . opportunities within the
agency Tuesday at 11 a.m. in ADM
150.
For more information, call Gracia
Miller·atX-2361

Library Hours
The university Library will maintain
.its regular schedule on Memorial Day.

The purpose of the meeting is to
recruit meinbers for the team and to
plan the fall program.
For more information, call Bill
Moon atK-2261 .

Real Estate·
There will be a 2-week Real Estate II
(broker) course starting May 26.
Classes will meet from 6 to I 0 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday and 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday and Sunday on campus.
The $120 tuition includes all texts.
For information, call the UCF Real
Estate Institute atX-2126.

Convention

A Dungeons and Dragons Gaming
. Convention will be held May 30 at
noon at the Lock Haven Park Neighborhood Center. Beginner, interA Cross Country meeting for men mediate and advanced players are
and ·women will be held Wednesday at welcome to attend.
7 p.m. in the Rec. S~rvices Building
For more information, call Candy
Room 204.
Boggs at 898-9288.

Cross Country

· Surf Club

GE:T Co-.IN! &c QlllET( T~A.T'S A.

',

The UCF Surf Club will · be participating in a surf contest Saturday at
8 a.m. at "Blow Hole" at St. Augustine
Beach. Also competing in . the contest
are FSU, UF, VCC, FIT, BCC, and
DBCC students.
The UCF Surf Club holds weekly
meetings Tuesday at 10:30 a.m . in the
SOL. For more information, contact

for sale

...

__ ,_

KtltcR SQ\)\~ iEL(
I
....
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,,

help ·w anted

Be your own boss and build your own business,
selling a time-tested product that has increased
gas mileage for businesses· and individuals by
more than 15%. Find out more by calling 3655269 aft er 5 PM or on wee kends.
To $600/wHk. Explorer crews. · · Robust
men/women. Full/part-year. Wi,derness· terrain.

lo-bdrm. 2-bath home, family room, fireplace, near
UCF. Owner will hold mortgage, 10% interest. Send SS for 90-company directory & full job info.
Jo~ Data: Box 172, Fay'ville AR • .727~1.
27 s-7997 or 27 3-:Sl 7.

a-----------------t
· fo.r

~ent
1975 Mercury Montego, 4-ddor, AC, AT, PS, PB, &
radio. Runs & looks great. $1450 or best offer.
Phone Campus 2273 or 671-4691.
Near UCF- beautiful brand new duplex. 2-bdrm., 2bath, ctrl. air/heat, range, refrigerator, carpeted,
1980 KAWASAKI 750 ltd. Adjustable storage ro.om, wooded lot. No pets. First & last
back..:tst/lugpge rack, cruise control, 55 mpg, months' rent, $350/mo., $100 sec. deposit. Call
~xcel. cond. $1900. CAii 273-6245 eves.
894-2434.
.
-15-ft. Invader Bowrider, 70 HP Evinrude. Exe. ski
& fishing boat, tilt trailer, many extras. Call 6784042.

273-5610

. University Villas

Datsun 280Z, 1975, equipped with air;· new tires,
& new inspection. Good condition. $4500. 6777453 or 677-7062.
68 Chevy Malibu 307, good running condition.
·Asking $700. Call Laurie, 282-5602. ·

f.\ONESTL'f I I 'CON'T see

V..lY

'lou

GaT so

UP

You

~OR.Q.y

,.80l>T ALL

SG. o \R~~LS INl-\E~

OllE:.~

Voll

A

~

looking to buy a mobile home? 1964 Roycraft, 1· Floral designer, experienced in fresh & silks. .Call
bdrm. Excellent cond. wt few minor repairs. Country Florist, 677-1579.
located near UCF.Call 275-1016 afternoons.
Students, 5-30 hrs., car & ph. Day hrs. $3. 75 .
Comp. sound movie outfit, low It. Minolta cam. w/ $4.50/hr. 671-7463.
boon mike~ .Copal projector w/ sound on sound,
screen, spicer. $550. Call 331-0371.
Job opening at Naval Tr~ining Equipment Center
for Comp. Sci. or Engr. major with FORTRAN. PDPCouch, chair, console stereo, bed, dresser, night 11 desirable. For details contact Betsy Gray, ADM
stand, & large plants. Call 277-3491 ·after 7 PM.
243 (275-2671).
Students • I am looking for strong telephone appt.
Bedroom suite - 1 night table, bed & box spring, setters. If you are good, I will work around your
headboard, dresser & mirror, & chest of drawers. . class sched. Starting pay $4.50/hr. Raises based
Modem, brown, good cond., $175. Call X2389 or on merit, bonuses & incentives also. Call Kaycee
645-1872.
Cook at 671-9939.
Garage sale 5 fam. • couch, tables, stereo, baby
Items, clothes. Fri., Sat., Sun. 2765 Penn. Ave.,
Lake Hayes area, l mile north of UCF off Alafaya
Trail.
Furniture: 1 couch,..$55; 1 chair, S40 or offer. Excellent condition. Call 365-3012.

-by Dave M.i tchell

·

Norman The Armadillo·

Furnished & unfurnished $220-$240
2 pools, tennis court

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Coloriial Mall

typists

roommates

EXPERT TYPltifG: 22 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing includ.ed.
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.

Female roommate wanted to share 2-bdrm. 2-bath
apt. S150f mo. & % elec. & phone. Call 282-6316
Mon.· Fri.

Typing in my home {351-1239) after 6.
Excellence 'in TYPING helps. the appearance and
the grade! Term papers, Thesis, Dissertations.
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done
on IBM-Sel. II · 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 3656874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:30 PM.
RATES TOO HIGH? CALL ME! ·Professional typist,
16 years experience at low rates; special rates on
BIG jobs; paper and editing included. Will cut rate
for referrals. CALL DAY OR NIGHT. 678-4360.
Typing specialist for students & professors: IBM
&Turabian style. Nancy. 851-4489. .
·
·TYPING - Anythl.itg I everything. Very reasonable.
Call Holli, 628-5489 or 678-7371.
·

services
Mike's house and apartment cleaning business,
/
maid service. Re~sonable rates, call 295-7707.
Gay Social Services of Central Florida offering
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
·with trained members & special.activities. For in·
formation call 843-2750.
ABORTION SERVICES,' FREE PREGNANCY TEST,
.LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone .24 hours
a day: 422-0606; or toll free 1·1&00) 432-8517.
I

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
·Professional typing. Accuracy and neatness will be pregnancy tests and counseling. VD scre~ning, low
hard to beat; 20 years' experience including cost, confidential services.
Cedntral Florida Women's
dissertations, master's papers, term papers, etc. ·
Health Organization
IBM typewriter, pa~r supplied. Close to campus.
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
Call Judy, 677-1902 or 275-2351.
,98-0$21
IMPROVE YOUR GRADESt FAST, ACCURATE
TYPING at reasonable rates! Paper, one copy supFREE PREGNA'NCY TESTING
plied, editing if requested; equations, etc. Full
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
time. Kathy, 568-2969.
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
TYPING, DICTATION, MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION,
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
& NOTARY. Term papers, resumes, manuscripts
etc. Fast, efficient, reasonable. References'.
Grammar, punctuation, extras. When neatness,
accuracy, -& speed count. Call Linda at 896-8202
afters PM.

Open 7 days

Prof. typing services • low rates, fast service
Wekiva/Alt. Spgs. area. Diana, 869-6227.
'

:·personai,

Sten·o-Type
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
Dissertation • Theses
851-5252

SURPLUSJEEPS,CARS,TRUCKS
Car-inv. value $2143 sold for $100 thru government agencies in your area. For information on Sorry about the short noticti but the 5th Annuai
vehicle bargains call 602-941-8014 Ext. 8587.
Kappa Sigma end-of-the-year party is still on for
Junti5.
79 Honda Civic hatchaback, · CVCC, br0nze, tan
int., 4 sp., Michelins, 23,000 mi., 35 mpg. $3575. We wish to thank the following people for their
Very good condition. Call Greg 339-0935 or 834- help: Mark Schledom for paving the wayr Mike
Griffin for taking total responsibility. Matt Weber
6282.
--~....-"'!°"l~:.....;,...~~..._,.....----1 for 1 great presentation. Diane Taylor for saying
"Don't believe it." Mary Wilson who thinks we're
too cute. Kathleen Foronda for bouncing. And
w~nted .
especially thanks lo Laura for the use of her desk.
tudents for private swimming lessons • all ages •
The Strouds
at your location in or near Oviedo by Instructor Dave, Thank 1.,u for making a hard-headed woman
with 3 yrs. experience. Call for hours & fees, 365- happier than she's ever been. Lee
3669.
Do you have an old bike In your garage just .Jklng Lee, Thanks t..u making the rest of :ny li:e
up space? I will take it off your hands if price is something to look forward to. Dave
reasonable. Call Ann, X.2865.

·one or two reliable females to share lg. furnished
2-bdrm. 2-bath condo with same. Near UCF, avail.
6122. $170 & % or $100 & VJ electric. Call 6455706.

Professional typing, 10 yrs. exp. Term papers,
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 6716098.
.

Typing • term papers, manuscripts, thesis. Fast,
.accurate, reasonable. Ad-A-Secretary,.-628-1110.
NEED TYPING DONE? I have very reasonable rates,
,experienced, live close to UCF. Call 671-9680.
Typing service available,. 11 years experience.
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.
Good Rates! Resumes, our specialty. Also, reports, term papers, etc. Call Monday threugh Friday,
10-6. Ask for Musette. UCF area. 277-8929.
Will do typing in my home, term papers, thesis
etc. Call Julie, 859-3755 after 6 PM.
.
'

t------------------.J-----------------n
lost&found
Riders.to Tulsa, Okla. Around June 9. Share expenses. Call Gary Gates, 273-9353.
Found: Calculator at Future Car Show. tall X-2865.

Lost - Calculator Tl 55, Texas Instrument. 6770868.

g~poc
(CJ@inic

628-0405
Toil FfPP R00-4 l2·'i249
I'll' SIC:I \ ' \I .\ ~ \CJ-'.()
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by Bryan McLawhom

able to issue decisions. He can conduct an inquiry,
act as a mediator and ask an administrator to justify
a decision. The ombudsman can publish "his findings
and make recommendations.
An ombudsman investigating a complaint may a)
ask the administrator for an explanation, b) look at
the records, c) call witnesses, and d) ask the department to conduct its own investigation and report
back to him.
The idea of appointing ombudsmen for athletics
was brought up by.the presidents's ad 'hoc committee
which reviewed the athletics program last quarter . '
The need for ombudsmen arose in the fall quarter,
1980, when a group of black athletes boycotted the
football team. According to Kennedy, the felt they
had a legi~imate grievance against the coaching
staff, but did not know who to turn to for advice.
The ad hoc committee subsequently recommended
the ,position of ombudsman to· impartially review
·complaints.from student-athletes.
OriginalJy, there were to be two persons appointed, one for male athletes and one for women
athletes, but three were eventually chosen to increase
their accessibility of students.

Future staff

Ombudsmen
to investi·gate
athlete complaints

President Colbourn recently appointed three ombudsmen to resolve grievances between UCF athletes
and the athletic department.
The three faculty members appointed as ombudsmen- Dr. ..Roger Handberg, Dr. Hugh Martin, and R.
Virginia Arr-Johnson,-hold no positions in UCF's
athletic .department or the university administration.
Dr. Henry Kennedy, NCAA faculty representative, .
defined the purpose of the ombudsmen, whose role
will be a) to resolve gr,ievances, b) to improve athl~tic
administration, c) to foster and maintain morale
among UCF athletes, and d) to seek a just solution to
problems and publicize the truth or falsity of com~
plaints by athletes.
The ombudsman at UCF has been described in a
report issued by Kennedy as a "facilitator," a person
who will mediate a grievance between an athlete and
a coach. The ombudsman is also available to help an .
athlete with personal problems.
Kennedy's report indicated the ombudsman has
the power to investigate complaints, b~t will not be

.

.

GRADUATJ:NG & STILL NO JOB?
Call the Women's Information Ne~ork Today!
counseling for women and men.
*Job Placement.
*Contacts, leads, and immediate openings
through our employer ~embers.
*Never a placement fee or commission
to the company or to the individual. ·

•••••••••••••••••• - • • • • • •

~

~

E5iiJ
AT NO ADDITIONAL COST:
• Cold Sterilization Kit
• Storage Case

•Prof-·1·ona1
Fee Add1·a·onal
.....
"'Price on lat pair only-Examination
by appointment

'·
·
VISA' I
. .J

CONTACT LENS ASS_OCIATES
BOB GILMAN 0.D., P.A.

I
I

~

Pizzeria """'l-'

I~
I
Ristcrante !

I

Hwy. 50Just West Of Alafaya Tr.

i
-i

(Fairway Shopping Center)

•(

IMON.-T~U~~l~!!~~OPM
i

c~si\

M1i\

f'.11t~rl1 _.. il'!MMlif

FRI. & SAT.11:90AM·l!OOAM .
SUNDAY 1:00PM-10:00PM

BEER&WINE

LARGE PIZZA
FOR
PRICE OF
MEDIUM ·
11 a.m. • 3 p.m.
EXPIRES: 5/29/81

~.......~a..r-e..,_...~,.~...,..,,,__.~~

JOIN THE EXCITING WORLD
OF KELLY SERVICES
SOUTH ORLANDO
6880 Lake Ellenor Dr., Suite 100
855-5476

WINTER PARK
1850 Lee Rd ., Suite 335

828-1973
Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

SERVICES

678-5611

~AVAILABLE

Phone 834-LENS (5367) .

People

The FONTANA

rI c~s-~
I

Elmco Buildirrg - Suite 103
608 E . Altamonte Drive
Altamonte Springs

IELL,

150/ .•

L------------~----------------J
,--------...--.----------·----~-·~

Orlando

The
"Kelly Girl"

r

I

!

I

Wear lenses home the same day, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL $55 REFUND WITHIN 45 DA VS. No
need to wait. Enjoy Qulify contact lenses NOW ... at an
affordable price. All major brands of Soft Contact lenses
Correction and Extended
Wear Lenses, additional

1

·

U.C.F. STUDENT $ /XX I
$100 OFF SECURITY DEPOSIT
·
$50 OFF FIRST MONTH'S RENT
1

uM1rEo oFFER

Soft Contact

available.
Lenses for· ···············
Astigmatism

.

!
I-

II

May 22, 1981

l~::::::E

1 Purlieu Place
Winter Park, Fl 32793
677-5371or67,1-0601

Lens

DATE

1.

WO.MEN'S INFORMATION NETWORK, INC.

Look

.II
I
I

*C~reer

Take a NeU?

Ir------------------~-------~--~
.
_ _#0011

NEED A TEMPORARY JOB?
· KELLY GIRL HAS THEMI
Kelly Girl, thB runber 1 and largest clerical temporary servl~ In Orlando, Im inmediate ~nlngs 'or:
• Secretaries
• Accounting Clerks .
• Typists
• Word Processors
We are not an agency and never charge a fee. We have office locations In both Winter ·
Park and South Orlando. You will always w~ close to home.
KB1Y GIRL Im the largest and best trained staff d pennnnt personnel within· our
industry.
• Arate d pay wittlin cu illimry that tar
exceeds ncrmaJ anounts.
• Two pennnnt clerical dfice locations to
stM iu emplCJ¥88S n cu cmtcmers.
• Autcmatic pay increases n lranttve
boooses.

• Oar corporation tm 34 years d

experieta within our industry.
• We have 111 dlffarent job categories.

• :m.<m sl<llled personnel have joined Ketty
Servir.es in iu 450 officeS worldwide.
• 99\ d the Fortuna 500 already use Kaliy
Servif,es.

'

i
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Student surveys response to male nudity in ·advertising
by Kathleen Foronda
--

-

i

Aaslat•nt editor

UCF graduate student John Welsch
tested several communication classes
to s_e e how much they. remember when
they see less--less clothing, that is.
Welsch has comp-iled research
gathered over: the past two quarters
about the effects of male nudity in advertisements.
"There's been very little research on
nudity in adverstising, but ·there has
been an increasing amount of nudity
and the use of male ·models in advertisements," Welsch said. "That's why I
did it. There should be some type of
scientific research intq the subject."
According to Welsch, his experiment
was a mirror image of a study done at"
the University of Texas at Arlington
which used advertisements with female
models.
One hundered twenty UCF students
participated in Welsch's experiment
and viewed one of "three levels of
nudity," he said. Those who viewed the
first-level saw slides of ~dvertisements
with no male models and no nudity.
Second-level participants saw several

slides including a partially nude male
model. In this group an advertisement
pictured a man with a towel wrapped
around his waist.
Students who viewed the third-level
slides saw one advertisement with a
completely nude model.
Welsch himself posed ·as the nude
model. "I wanted to hire a model but
there wasn't any funding. It was good
for cont~ol purposes. I didn't have to
worry aboµt someone not showing up
to shoot pictures or be embarrassed,"
Welsch said .
Welsch said he had two stu~ents
administer the slides for "control purposes" and that no mixed audiences
viewed ·the slid~s . He said, "Having
subjects of the same sex in the r?om
would prevent embarrassment and not
hinder any of the responses."
A majority of the men who were
tested significantly recalled the higher
levels of nudity with~ the name brand
products. On the other hand , the
women tended to remember the
products, but most had ambivalent
reactions towards advertisements wfth
or without the nude model.
Advertising, page 13

John Welsch
Graduate student in communications

M oca pi-----from pa~e

I

He later complained to University
Business Manager, Joyce Clampitt the
pesticide was being improperly applied. Clampitt halted the spreading
and an investigation was conducted by
Nichols.
Bruce Miller, the administrator of
Pesticide Enforcement in Tallahassee,
said first time violation of the pesticide
law' always results in a warning letter.
"We cannot levy fines the first time,"
Miller said. "We do,' on second offense,
refer it to the Enviromental Protection
Agency. They use their discretion and
can levy fines or the applicator's license can be taken away."
Lee said the Physical Plant will
discontinue use of Mqcap until all
precautions can be taken. "It's got to
be done at such a poin.t that I have to
barricade things and keep people off
. the grass. That's hard to do." Lee added, "I don't want to use the stuff if
we're endangering anyone's health."
Hicks said, "Basically we will comply l 00 percent" with the letter's
mandate that UCF make sure that
there are no further violations of the
Florida pesticide laws.
When asked what he meant by
"basically comply," Hicks said that
sometimes it is necessary to improvise
when treating th grounds. He gave a n
example of being forced to use a
broadcast spreader to get between
some buildings or to get in heavily landscaped ·areas.
Hicks also said that even though he
didn't believe warning signs would do
~ny good, he would see that they
· would be posted if instructions dictated it. He said men would be
assigned to keep students away from
the treated area and that coveralls
would be bought for employees
spreading the chemi.cal.
Hicks said he would personally
super jse the spreading of_ Mocap.

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS BEGIN MAY AND JUNE

Evans said he ~ou!d continue pressing
the matter until he is sun' the
procedural guidelines are changed.
'Tel like thC' Physical Plant to take
some initiative to protr<!t animals and
people," he said. "We need to become
aware of the potential danger inherent
in thC'sC' pesticides."

Budget cuts may reduce financial aid by $2 million
by Richard Gibson
Future •btff

Due to President Ronald Reagan's proposed budget
cuts, UCF may experience a $2 million reduction in
fedel'ial aid within the next two years, according to
Don Baldwin University financial aid director.
The majority of cutbacks, will be made in the
Guaranteed Student Loans and the Pell Grant, formerly the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant.
The proposed cuts could involve a 25 percent reduction amounting to $1.3 million from Guaranteed
Student Loans, and a 20 percent cut totalil)g
$600,000 in the Pell Grants, Baldwin said.
Baldwin said the stud~nt with a combine family
income of less than $25,000 a year should have a
fairly safe chance of receiving financial support.
"Currently there are approximately 6,600 stu-

nts, representing 60 percent of the UCF student
population on financial aid. Of these students,
Reagan's proposed cuts should affect only I 0 percent
or approximately 700 students during the spring
semester of the 1981-82 academic year," Baldwin
said.
Don Smading, associate executive director of the
Florida Student Financial Systems Commission,
said, "Although ifs really too early to make any
predictions, the effects probably won't be felt until at
least the second semester of the 1981-82 year."
Smading added that overall, finances are sufficient
for the upcoming year, but the '82-83 year will be
more difficult for the financial aid student.
In anticipation of future difficulties with financial
aid, more students are applying for federal grants.
Smading stated: "The t~mpo of appli~ations has

picked up. It's just a matter of the early bird getting
the worm."
·Baldwin noted: "Many students are stockpiling for
the futur.e, and I can't blame them. People will have
to worl< mo·r e and borrow more.'"
"Many of our students will probably have to take a
part-time job to help them get by. A lot of people will
work during the summer and pack it out for the
fall."
Baldwin also feels the Short-Term Loan Program
should survive federal budget cuts. This program
limits the length of the loan to one quarter (semester}
and is therefore less likely to be modified, he said.
· UCF is in a unique position among universities
because it is anticipated the student population
will continue growing despite more limited financial
aid, Baldwin said. He said other colleges face
declining student enrollment.
·

Correction
In last week's Future a story titled "Gay organization files suit a'g ainst
UCF" listed C.W. Brown as university attorney. Ashmun Brown is the
correct name. The Future regrets the error.

LOUNGE
and

.' The

Rock.

HOUse

PACKAGE·
•Dance t~ your
· favorite music
•240foot
Conversation
Bar ·

Are you tired of looking for
happiness? No matter what
you do, fulfillment can only
be found in Jesus Christ.
He wants you to know Him
personally. Come and
learn how great life can
- bel Tuesdays at 7 p.m.

OPEN7DAYS

The Rock Hous•
Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembly
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park

SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 11TILL12
THURSDAY-SATURDAY 11 TILL 2

644-1199
(located between Par and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4)

"FOR
THOSE
WHO · CARE''
.
.
.

.

.

~"

.BRING THIS AD TO

JBProfessional Hair Cutters
AND GET AN

.

Outrageous H.aircut at
50% Off Reg. Price rs16.00rn) _

Now·SERVING BREAK.FAST 6:30-11:30

BRAT SUPREME

Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey, Swiss Cheese

JASON DELUXE
Ham,.Turkey, Cotto Salami, Provolone Cheese

,.,
EXPIRES: 6/5/81

HOAGIE
ROAST BEEF (Available in ·erat Jr.)
HAM'N CHEESE (Available in Brat Jr.)
CORNED BEEF (Available in Brat. Jr.)
REUBEN
.
Corned Beef, Swiss Cheese, Sauerkraut

Fo' Mal's &Wcmen's QJts,
This inclwas ~.Cut.
less tJr Olikial's Cuts...
Blow QJt ad Free Qnltiooi~
long Hair slijltly HIPI MANICURE- PEDfcURE
{with t9rW <Hy) .r
' .

for Those Who Don't, When You Know Us You Will.
AEOON
RETAIL

TURKEY (Available in Brat Jr.)
PASTRAMI . Smoked & Spicy
CHICKEN FILLET ·
KIELBASA
SALAMI
CHEESE SANDWICH

SALAD BAR
PLAmR 1.94 BOWL
1.35

$2~05

s2.oo

r--

·$1-:ts

I

COUPON - ... 1

150'
~~::
s1.as. I

OF·F· II

ANY REGULAR ·

I SANDWICH OR
$2.20
SALAD PLATIER
$1.85 I WITH THIS .COUPON.
$1.85 I
YOU MAY
Sf.65 I .PURCHASE UP TO
_$1.15 I 3 SANDWICHES WITH
$1.70 .
$1.70 ·I

I
.__

I
I
·I
I
I
I

... ______ ..II
THIS SINGLE ·
COUPON ExPIRES
JUNE 1, 1981

MUCH MUCH.MORE

PH. 33·1-4241 OR CARRY OUT
990 Semoran at Red .Bug Road

DINE IN

NEXT TO BIG 10 TIRE STORE

iiiiiiiiCiiAiiSSEL~~·R·~·Y, FLA. 32707
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Senate passes new policy on voting by secret ballot
by Dennis Long
Future staff

The student senate debated over an
hour Tuesday before passing a bill to
permit secret ballot on a senate aprequested
by
pointee · when
majority vote.
The bill superceded a law approved
seven weeks ago which allowed secret
ballot at one senator...s request.
The secret ballot has been a major
point of controversy in the senate since
a Feb . 10 meeting in which a senator's

committee appointment rejected by
secret bc:tllot. The senate at first approved the appointment in an open
ballot, b':'t reconsidered.
Sen. Al Ferguson, co-sponsor of the
bill. argued that the U.S. and Florida
senates do not currently use secret
ballots and neither should the student
senate. However, he added, "The bill's
intent was not to abolish secret ballot,
but initiat~ it at the request of a senate ·.
majority, rather than at the request of
a single senator."
Sen. George Chandler, who in-

troduced the legislatio.n that aliowed Chandler said in the meeting during
one senator to request secret ballot, debate that if the bill were passed wen
said Ferguson was wrong and secret when he is president, he will veto it.
Sen. Kathleen Johnson opposed the
ballots were used in both the Florida
and U.S . Senates.
bill in debate and 'said secret ballot
Chandler failed in an attempt to . allowed senators to vote their conpostpone the leg~slation for two weeks science without being intimidated.
to allow himself and Ferguson time to However , Sen. Heidi Schick responded
that senators that can't "vote their
get documentation of their facts.
A senator who asked not to be iden- mind," shouldn't be in the senate.
Sen. Mark Donaldson also spoke
' tified said Chandler's afrempt "was a
political ploy" to postpone the bill un- against the bill saying .he thought too
til Chandler's inauguration as student much time was being wasted on "internal matters."
body president so he might veto it.

Theatre--------------------------frompage3
"I don't have any long range plans,"
Chandler said. "If I have any plans to
do something this year, they are short
I'm
tired
of. people
range.
paraphrasing things I've never said."
Chandler said that at a later con:imittee meeting he made the motion to
raise the
budget to where it
.----- _theatfe
~

now stan~ls'at $9,400.
"I agree that the theatre needs more
than two shows," he said. "At first
look, I would have automatically sup' ported giv~ng them $14,000 be.cause it
would keep with last y~ars funding,
then after researching the subject,
I changed my mind."

Fullgraf safd: "If.the student government wanted the administration to
take over the budget, they should have
started organizing it a long time ago."
According to Chandler, student
goyernment has considered refusing
funds for the theatre in past years.
"The theatre was notified two years

••••••••····················••••••••••••••••••1111(

ago that some senate members were
against the funding of academic
programs," he said. Chandler said that
the theatre department just pursued it
enough
to
persuade
t.he
administration to fund it.
Theatre major Michele Epstein said
that theatre majors depend upon ex-

perience gained at UCF to prepare
themselves for the real world. "If the
department produces fewer shows, the
students will find it difficult to get the
experience they need," she said.
Theatre organizers have been planning shows for next year, said Stefani
Koorey, a UCF graduate working with
the theatre, "but now they can't announce any new shows until the department is su~e how much they can
spend."
Theatre Direcfor Dr. Harry Smith
said that the group has previousJy per: formed three shows a year, one for
1 each major quarter. He said the depar1 tment decided the new·semester system
beginning in the fall would best be
scheduled with four productions.
"With the funding now allowed,_only
two shows will be funded," he said. .
Chandler said since theatre majors
are required to. participate in productions , the university should pay for at
I least a third of department needs. "To
ask the university to fund one 'third of a
program they require to take to
graduate,
is
by
no
means
unreasonable," he said.
Senator Rob Rotter, who supports a
larger A&SF allocation to the theatre
department, said Chandler may be incorrect with some of his figures.
"Approximately $43,000 is funded
by the university, plus the theatre has a
revenue of $2,000. The A&SF committee is.only giving them $9,400. George
hasn't taken .this into account,"Rotter
said'.
Rotter a-lso mentioned that the
department now requires theatre
students to participate in three productions over a four year period.
Stefani Koorey said some of the 50
theatre majors are forced to work with
outside theatre groups to get the experience they c;rn't get at·UCF.
"Even if a student is involved with
three shows a year out of the four ears
they're at UCF, they still have only 12
shows under their belt, and that's not
very impressive on a resume," Koorey
said.
Rotter said: "I think the universit
should be careful how they inak~
requirements of majors when they get
funding from · student-volunteer committees. I'll agree with George on
that."
Fullgraf said that the theatre cannot
depPnd on the student government if
the department intends to grow, but
student govN_nmcnt is responsihl(' to
uphold
funding
until
tlw administration might take over the

I

. ......................................................

budget .• - - - - - -
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SOIJND & VISION
Mason lacks rapport with audience
by J~hn Warren
StatfwrHer

John Wllllam1/Fut11re

A casuaHr dressed Dave Mason entertains students in the gym.

Dave Mason appeared at the UCF
gym Saturday night without his usual
back-up band.
Accompanied only by guitarist Jim
Krueger, Mason breezed through an
hour and a half acoustic set. Breeze is
an appre>priate word, because the show
seemed to require httle effort from
Mason. However, an audience that endures a hot gym, no refreshment
facilities, and 45 minutes of the Bob
Rose Trio deserves a little effort from a
perfor,m.e r like Mason.
There was nothing ~rong with the
Bob Rose Trio but Mason. was an hour
late for the show; so the trio had to
stretch their opening jazz set longer
than planned, and a hot, crowded gym
is not the place for long instrumental
jazz numbers.

Once Mason finally started his set,
things began to improve. His voice was
strong: and Krueger's guitar covered
songs . from every stage of Mason's
career which spans nearly 2Q years.
Included in the set was a version of
"Bring it on Home to Me" that was the
highlight of the evening. It was during
this song that Mason seemed to be
playing for himself, as if someone told
him he could do what ever he wanted
and the audience wouldn't mind.
The amazing thing was tha~ the
audience. really. didn't mind. They applauded politely after every number
and gave Mason quite- an ovation. He
finished the set with Bob Dylan's "All
Along the Watchtower."
As a veteran, Mason knows what it is
like to face a hostile or apathetic
audience. It's too bad he couldn't give
a little more of himself to a truly receptive audience Saturday night.
-

The hand is a slap
in the face
by Dave Mitchell
Staff cartoonist

"The Hand" is Hollywood~s latest
' attempt to palm off an old plot wrapped in new celluloid. It's billed as a
"psychological thriller" although it is
about as tense as" 101 Dalmations."
The film stars Michael Caine as a
cartoon is~ who lets his fingers do the
walking--literally. He draws a strip
that is continually compared with
"Pogo" (which is really weird since his
strip, "Mandro," is c:t barbarian adventure strip) until he loses his drawing
hand in a freak accident.
As his career and family life dissolve,
the severed extremity starts crawling .
around choking Caine's enemies.
The first victim is a wino who was
only looking for a hand out. The
deadly digits then ambush Caine's twotiming girlfriend by hiding in a gift
box. Talk about giving her a hand.

The creepy crawler even cleans up
after itself by hiding the corpse in the
ga\age. The thing'ie does dirty cartoons
on its own, too, which comes in handy.
Eventually the hand tries to kill
Caine himself. Anyway, he gets
dragged off to the m,1.t house in a scene
very similiar to "Dressed To Kill"
where Caine played a murderous
transvestite.
In fact, the whole film recalls
Caine's heavy-handed performance in
that movie but its usually unintentional (i.e., a bizarre shower scene that
i almost as creepy as Angie Dickinson,
not to mention the part where Caine
gets all melancholy at Christmas when
they sing -"don we now our: gay apparel") too ~ong.
If they give out Oscars for uninspired psychological dramas, "The
Hand" would be a hands-down winner.

New Vinyl
Wild-Eyed South_e rn Boys
.38 Special
byDavid Wilson
Staff writer

. With their new release, "Wild-Eyed Southern
Boys" , .38 Special .has risen to the t0p of the
Southern rock heap.
In a world of hell raising and good ol' boys,'
.38 Special has managed to churn out quality
music and retain their Southern rock feel
without sounding like a bunch of hicks.
.38 Special combines forceful bass lines
with a dual drum attack to come up with a
sound that really packs a punch. They rock
harder and waste less time with long superfluous
guitar solos, than their collegues.
Although Donnie Van Zant looks a lot like
his brother Ronnie, his vocals are much
stronger than those of the late Lynyrd Skynyrd
singer.
"Hold of Loosely" opens up the a lbum
with· some advice on how to hold on to your
lover .

"Fantasy Girl," with a powerful · backbeat,
crystal-clear vocals and dreamy guitar strumming is the best cut on the-album. -·
Side two k.eeps the great sound going with
"Hittin' and Runnin.'," "Honky Tonk Dancer"
and "Throw Out the Llne." You can _pick your
own favorite.
Even if you thought you dicln ;t like Southern
rock, you should try "Wild-Eyed ·south~rn
Boys." It's great hard rock with a Southern
rock feel.

Celebrate the Bullet
Dance Craze
by Dave Wilson
_Staff writer

While America was still shaking it's booty to
the beat of disco, England ~as hopping to the
sounds of ska music.
.
.
Ska music is nothing new. It's a revival of ·a
rcggac-influ.enced sound, first heard in the sixtics.
"Dance Craze" is a good repre entation of

what the british a~e so excited about. The best
of ska music's lineup; The Specials, The English
Beat, Madn·ess, The Selector, The Bodysnatchers and Bad Manners, all contribute to this
live album.
A big problem with the "Dance Craze
album, is that the sound reprodu.ction is
terrible. It sounds 1ike the-concerts were held in
a garage .
The songs are delivered with vitality and the
beat is catchy at first, but after a f~w songs, the
beat begins to· drag. Ska music might be fun to
dance to, but listening to a whole album of it
.
verges on boredom.
One of the groups on the "Dance Craze" .
album, The Selector has a new record out,
"Celebrate the Bullet."
While The Selector is basically a ska group,
there are traces of R&B and rock on the album.
The Selector's chief asset is the interesting
vocals of Pauline Black. Her unique delivery
and the group's somewhat diverse sound help
make this album more listenable th.an other ska
efforts.

f utUre-Mav iz, 1!l8 l
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Local dealers and racers join for car show
by Mark Schledorn .
Enterblnment editor

John Wllllamalfuture

Funny cars were provided by Speedworld where the Space Shuttle
I 00 will be held Sunday.

The undispµted king of drag racing,
"Big Daddy" Don Garlits headlined a
group of racing experts on the SC
Green Tuesday.
The show was part of promotion by
Speedworld for the Space Shuttle 100
race this weekend. .
·
The appearance coincided with a car
show sponsored by the.Future.
Included in the show were the
newest models of Chevrolets, Fords,
Toyotas and Volkswagens.
Garlits, who designed the popular
rear mounted engine dragster, lectured on the safety in driving. His
dragster design was conceived after he
lost part o.f his right foot in a 1969 r-ace
when hi3 engine blew up. He said that
the rear mounted design has saved
many lives since that time.
Garlits who started drag racing
nearly 31 ye'a rs ago said the number of
people getting into drag racing is
dwindling as of late. "Anybody who
gets into racing these days has to have
a good business head," he said. "It
costs a quarter of a' million dollars a

THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE MAN BEHIND
THE MASK AND THE LEGEND BEHIND THE MAN.
)

year to run my car."
In his lecture. on safety he warned of
the effects of even a few drinks on the
performance of a driver. He said that
three drinks during a performance test
decreased his nearly perfect score by
nearly SO percent.
He is currently building a car that
will be powere.d by an 1800 horse
power helicopter engine. The car will
run on kerosene in an attempt to trim
some of the costs of professiona I
racing.
Vehicles on display included a
dragster and two funny cars, and as a
special treat, Larry Flickenger's famed
rocket car was also on hand.
The car which has been clocked at~
.record 342 miles· per h~ur in a 4. 7 ·
second quarter mile, runs on 90 percent hydrogen peroxide.
Flickenger's partner Roy Clark said
the principle is much like throwing a
bucket of ice water on a hot stove.
There is a violent reaction in the tank
and pure ~team is ·given off as a result.
Clark went on to describe the car. "It's
not a rocket powered car," he said. It's
a rocket camouflaged to look like a
car."
The car show gave students a chance
to_ see the new cars and their prices
without having to deal with t1'e
pressure of salesmen. It also provided a
forum for comparison and questions.
Most notable among the cars on
display w~re the large number of diesel
powered autos.
One student commented on the excess engine noise associated with them.
"Noise is the price you have to pay for
economy," said Garlits.
There was a good turnout and a lot
·of involvement from the students. Even
. though the show came to q premature
finale, no one minded. It rained.

Greeks skate
for a cure
by Vivian Katz
Staff writer

LORD GRADE and JACK WRATHER Present AMARTIN STARGER Produ~tion "THE LEGEND 0 F THE LO NE RAN GER"
Starring KLINTON SPILSBURY MICHAEL HORSE CHRISTOPHER LLOYD and JASON ROBARDS as PRESIDENT ULYSSES S. GRANT
Executive Producer MARTIN STARGER Screenplay by IVAN GOFF & BEN ROBERTS and MICHAEL KANE and WILLIAM ROBERTS
Adaptation by JERRY DERLOSHON Original Music by JOHN BARRY Director of Photography LASZLO KOVACS, A.S.C.
Produced by WALTER COB LENZ Directed by WILLIAM A. FRAKER DISTRIBt:TED BY t:s1v.ERSAL PICTrnEs AND ASSOCIATED rIL~ oisrRrncr10:-; roRPORAr10:-;
"The Man in the Mask" Sung by MERLE HA.GGARD
Original Soundtrack Available on MCA Records

PANAVISl<>N"
l:NIVERSALCITY STl:DIOS.INC

C' ITC/ Wrather Productions 1981
£' 1981

PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED ~
~

SOME MATERIAL

MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN

STARTS FRIDAY MAY 22ND AT SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRES

Alpha Chi Omega Sorority at UCF
raised more than $250 for Cystic
Fibrosis during a Gator Skate May 7.
The event, held at Universal II
Sk~ting Center on Goldenrod Road,
drew 126 participants represen_ting
various un.fversity groups. Delta Tau
Delta Fraternity skated away with a
free keg of beer for best attendance.
even though they are the smaliest
fraternity on campus.
Other prizes awarded were: halfprice admissions to Rosie O'Grady's,
passes · to ,Wet-n-Wild , eight-track
tapes, t-shirts and Frisbees.
Many people unable to attend the
function made contributions to Cystic
Fibrosis, ir)cluding the Alpha Chi
Omega alumnae chapter of Central
Florida.
Although there were no major injuries that evening, some people took
falls on the slippery floor and ended up
doing more courageous things I ike
playing Space Invaders, Pac Man pool
and pinball.
AXO Social Chairman Trish Molettiere said, "I didn't skate, but I had a
good time anyway."
"] held on to the wall alot," said
Carreen Youdbulis while those around
her echoed in agreement. "The best
part of the whole thing was. being able
to give Cysti<' Fibrosis a check for
$286 making all those falls not hurt!"
said Adviser Janice Papp .

.. .

-,
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SPOK~S
To b~ honored in Wisconsin

Cla,r k enjoys 'average' recruiting year
I

by Vince Cotroneo
Future staff

It might be the off-season, but that doesn't keep
Torchy Clark from thi~king basketball. In fact, Torchy has just completed his recruiting for the '81-'82
basketba!l season and ~iii be inducted into the
Wisconsin Basketball Hall of Fame June 27.
Six new athletes will don the black and gold, stepping in after last season's 23-5 finish. -Those lost to
graduation were center, Dean Rossin; forwards,
.Ruben Cotton and Roland Ebron; and guard Jim
Beachum.
Clark termed his recuiting "average" and added,
"We have to take what we can get. And if they raise
the academic standards, UCF will turn into an Ivy
League school and even I'll be kicked out."

One surpise recruit the Knights did pick up was and Tony· Moore, both 6-4, will join Jeff Dorschner,
West Orange standotit Ronnie Thorton. Thorton, a 6- Willie Edison, Jimmie Ferrel, Vincent Scruggs and
2 swingman, was among the leaders in all categories M!ke Candelaria on the roster.
Clark also got a Sunshine State Conference nemesis
of the Metro Conference.
The only othet freshman coming to UCF hails to red-shirt next season. David Murray,' the 5-10
from Clark's hometow~ of Appleton, Wis., Jerry Jen- sharpshooting guard of St. Leo College, will j'oin the
·Sen, another small forward at 6-2, will hopefully fit . UCF ranks aifter sitting out the coming season.
-into the mold of Cotton and Ebron.
Four junior college transfers, all forwards, are exCoach Clark will travel to Wisconsin, June 27, to
pected to join the Knights for the '8 l-'82 campaign.
become a part of the State's Basketball Hall of Fame.
Jeff Carrion is 6-3 forward out of Mercer Junior Clark natur'ally said, "it's not a big deal for me," but
O~llege. Ernie Tate, the tallest of the' i:iew Knights at
his high school accolades leave many coaches in the
.6-5, comes to UCF from Midlands Junior College in
background.
Texas". Finally, two bookend forwards from Cook
In the decade he spent at Xavier High School,
Junior College in Texas. Finally, two bookend for1960-69, Clark's team won 15 outof, a possible 16
warqs from Cook Junior College closed ou.t the
championships in football and basketball . In basketnewcomers for the upcoming season. James Hefrn:ich
ball, Xavier won 178 while losing only 14. ·
\ ~J

t

a

'Baseball
·awards
announced
The baseball awards for the 1980
season have been announced and
freshman John Flynn, from Plattsburgh, N-.Y., has received most of the
accolades.
The lefthanded pitcher won the
"Rookie of the Year" award for the
outst~nding freshman player, and his
7-4 pitching record won him the "Sam
Swanger" award for the best pitcher.
Flynn was also voted the team's MVP
by his fellow teammates.
"I never expected to receive all this,'"
Flynn said. "I was real happy to win
the MVP award knowing it was the
team who voted for it."
Sophomore Tim Foskett won the
"Golden Bat" award for the outstanding offensive player, and junior Rick
Pierce won the "Golden Glove" award
for his defensive play. Junior shortstop
Butch Round won the "Hustle" and
"Most Improved" awards, while Bill
Halpin, Reggie Arrington, and Foskett
were given the "Golden-Spike" awards
for stealing 30 or more bases.
A- special award was giy_e n./to
Assistant Coach Jose ~opez for the
dedicated. service he donated to the
team this year.

John Flynn, freshman lefthander
arid winner of three awards· this
season, shows his form in a game
against St. Leo.
Pam Glm1on/Future

Coaching staff '1amed

·Athletic departme.n t

The University of Central Florida teacher and football-golf coach ·at
assistant football coaching staff has Lake Brantley, will be in charge of the
been named, and half will commute defensive secondary at UCF.
Murphy, dean of students at Lake
from Lake Brantley High School during the upcoming Knight football Brantley, will again work with the
Knights offensive line.
season.
Frank Parker, a teacher and
The six-man staff includes Tod
Goodyear and Tom Murphy, football-track coach at Lake Howell,
holdovers from last year's Knight staff. will be in charge of the defensive ends.
Phil Richart, a teacher-counselor' at
The remainder of last yea r's staff had
Bishop Moore, will work with the ofmade prior commitments.
Associate head coaches Don Jonas fensive backs.
] im Stanley, assistant principal at
and Sammy Weir will head th offense
Lake Brantley will be with the Knights
and defense respe~tively.
Goodyear will agian work with the def nsive interior.
UCF opens. September 12th in the
linebackers and be responsible for the
Tangerine
Bowl at 7 ·p.m. against
"strength" of the squad.
Presb
t.erian
power.
Bob Kessler, a vocational education
.
. College, an NAlA
.

for facuity, staff, alumni

sponsorsten~istourn~y
The LICF Athletic Department will
sponsor a tennis tournament May 3031.

.

According to UCF Women's Tennis
Coach Jane Hirsch, the tournament
will be open to all faculty, staff and
alumni, and will be held on the varsity
tennis courts.
The tournament will consist of men's
and women's singles and doubles with
A and B flights. There will be a $10 entry fee for singles and a $15 entry fee
for each do,ubles team.
Awards will be given to all winners

and finalists inc;luding dinner at
Sweetwater Country Club, and lesson.s
at the contemporary resort at Disney
World.
Entry deadline for the tournament is
May 27. ·Interested players can send
their entrx forms to the athletic office
or to Coach Ja'ne Hirsch, P.O. Box
2500, UCF. For more information,
call 275-2256.
The tournament will begin next
Saturday at 9 a .m. Players can call
Friday to find their starting times.
Checks should be made payable to
the UCF Athletics.
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Fisher's Forum
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N.ationcl-1 game turning to 11ational shame
form of cash or another player. Players
feel the issue will severely affect their
bargaining positions once they actually do become free agents.
The heart of the matter is the debate
what impact the compensation
over
by Marty Fisher
rule
will
have upon free agents~ The
Future st.ff
owners feel that only a few players
Finally, there may be some relief on each year wil1 be affected, therefore
the way for the few remaining loyal having no marked affect upon the
followers of the Chicago Cubs and the majority of players receiving this
·
New York Mets. Unfortunately that status.
"A year ago", I said there wouldn't be
relief isn't .coming from either the
bullpen or .the bench. It comes by way a strike and there wasn't. Now I think
of a strike, one.that wasn't called by a there will be a strike. We have accom- ·
man behind the plate, rather, it was . plished nothing at the bargaining
·
called by a group of men sitting behind table," said Grebey.
_Apparently, Grebey forgot last
desks.
As of this writing, it appears that the season's spring strike moratorium that
baseball strike called for May 29 is wiped out· over half of the spring_
imminent. On May 30, the losers of training schedule. Baseball fans here in
baseball wiJl be the only winners if the Central Florida remember that even if
strike is indeed called. The professional Grebey doesn't.
With each side stubbornly sticking to
ranks are once again prepared to turn
its
guns, a resolution seems unlikely .
what once was our national game into
Who
then, can afford to stay out
a national shame.
The issue that has kept owners and longer, the owners or the players?
With the threat of a baseball strike a
players at the bargaining table for over
yearly
occurence, owners have armed
15 months is compensation for free
themselves
with strike insurance and a
agents. Team owners want to impose a
"financial
assistance
fund." The fund
regulation requiring compensation
will
carry
the
owners
through the first
from clubs signing free agents to be
1
Z--14
days
of
a
strike
with $11
paid to the teams the free agents came
_from. Compensation can come in the rI?illion, after which a $50 million in-
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Time to Order Your Class C

FREE CATALOG NOW

surance policy takes affect. An ac- compromise."
cu~ate estimate of the owners available
In all the talk over who is right and
funding comes to about $70 million. who is wrong, who will win and who
That's a lot of insurance for people will lose, a very important group has
trying to avert a strike. If it does come been totally ignored. What aboµt the
to that, the club owners will get their fans? You remember, they're the J?OOPle
hands on enough cold, hard cash to ' that buy the tickets, drink the bee.r, and
keep their accountants busy for a eat the hot dogs. Not once in all the
clamoring for rights and issues has the
while.
On the other side, a strike puts the · word fan been used. Owners and
players in a pretty precarious position. players take for granted the fact tha~
Besides the obvious loss of salary a once these two groups ~f spoiled little
strike would hring, a walkout of just boys have finished their game of power
10 to 12 days could cost 50 ·to 60 brokering, the fans will rush right back
players their eligibility for free agent "in.to the stands.
Complicating the matter even furstatus after this season. They would
.have to wait another entire season to ther is the fact that the average fan
be officially eligible to become free already has a hard -time identifying
agents.
with average baseball players earning
Last week, Milwaukee Brewers in excess of six-figure salaries. It is difGeneral Manager, Harry Dalton, a ficult to feel sorry for them when they
member of the owners' discipline moan that they'll .have to get along
committee, was fined $50,000 . for without their paychecks during the
breaking management's ·policy of strike.
silence about the situation. Dalton was
chastised by other management
The fans, . whether they know it or
executiv.es for speaking · what he felt not, really hold the key to this and all
was the truth.
similar situations. When attendance
"I hope management is really drops, owners will do anything they
looking for a compromise and not a can do fo improve the situation.
victory," Dalton was reported to have Staying .out of the ballparks in droves
said in an article in the Washington is a tool fans should use to get the
Post, but I'm not sure that's the case. message to big-league owners and
The players are genuinely loo~jng for a players.

Athletle Foohfear For · The Whole Family
NIKE•KID POWER•TIOER ·
TRE'tORN•CONVERSE•OSAGA
NEW BAlANCE•BROOKS• ETONIC•PUMA

Also-A Full Une of Aeeeuorles
For All Sporting Needs

To: P & H FIREWORKS CO:

P..0. Box ,1 643 Pompano Beach, Florida 33061

Interstate Mall 1-4 & S.R. 436
Alla111onte Strings, Fl. 32701
·(305) m-1913

Reeonditioned Radiators in Stoek
For Most Paueag•r Can

"LOW PRICES"
·"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA ·

1111188~1
RADIATOR SPECIAtlSTS

MASTER CHARGE• VISA• AMERICAN EXPRESS

275-9327

10662 E. ColHlal Dr.

Union Park

THE RAC.UET BALL
,l

.

-

Are you living in an apartment?
Do you want to insure your belo~ging~
against FIRE, THEFf, SINK HOLES, ETC?

$40YEARLY
INITIATION FEE
$3 PER PERSON
COURT FEE

I'm Kirk Thompson, licensed in all areas
of insurance, including medical life auto
'
'
'
motorcycle, homeowners, renters, and
mobile homes.
As a fellow UCF student I can better
understand the needs of a college student.
I'll be happy to give you a free quote
anytime by phone or in person. Office
Hours: 12:30-5:30, or call _after hours at
678-8636.

CLINICS
$15 FOR
4 ONE-HOUR CLASSES
PRIVATE LESSONS
"SERIES OF 5" ·
SIGN-UP & PREPAY FOR
$25 OFF

KIRK A. THOMPSON

:1tiak

~-;z6;:~

<=><

SUITE 109 7523 ALOMA AVE. (Across From Goldenrod Barnett Bank)
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However, Nevin Smith , Secretary of
the Florida Department of Administration; said that UCF submitted
a request for the shipment .of only
15,000 pounds at a cost of $9,000.
Smith added that officials at UCF
stated that they already had the funds
on hand.
According to .Smith, UCF submitted
a revised estimate on May 5, a.nd
requested that the DOA waive the
15,000 pound limit. Smith said he
denied the request because it was submitted after the goods had been
received by the university.
"We don't approve exceptions after
the fact," Smith said. "No commitments can legally be made without
prior consent of the DOA unless it is an
emergency situation."

According to Llewelyn the rabbits
are more than pets. "We own 10 show
rabbits . They eat hay as opposed to
grass."

Deputy Comptroller Mike Coniglio
said that his office determines state expenditures. "Even if the DOA had approved the weight revision we could
still deny the request of funds," he said . .
Coniglio said that his department
denied payment for the move because
many of Llewelyn's befo~gings were·
not necessities. Among the items shipped were a bale of hay and 10 rabbits.
"If you are shipping reasonable
household goods then the weight limit
can be raised;- however, if the the
shipment contains materials deemed
not household items, the extra expenditure can be denied," Coniglio said .

Treat said that legal action is
Other items shipped for the family of -unavoidable if the state does not reconsix included six desks, two picnic sider. "If we dropped this matter then
that would mean we would be
tables, and 14 bicycles.
Horton said that she did not know charging the state of Florida an exwh~t items . Llewelyn had shipped to tremely cut rate for the shipment of
Orlando. "As purchase officer, I have property that would cost the pri':'ate
no right to ask what they (the individual in excess of $15,000."
Thus far the university has paid apLlewelyns) were shipping."'
proximately $5,500 for the transport
Treat said that the van lines is not of Llewelyn's belongings.
filing a law suit. "We wish to afford
Both university and state officials
the state to alter their position. I hope are at a loss to identify the party
a reasonable person in the state takes a · responsible for the bill. "I really don't
look at this situation and makes a fair know who is responsible," Smi.th said.
4
decision."
' It may take the courts to decide that."

Advertising-----~. £rompage6
Working with Welsch is a graduate
committee of three faculty members . .
"They see if the design of tbe experiment is good and just oversee the
whole project," he said.
The students' ability to remember
the products was measured in two
ways. After viewing a set of slides, the
students were simply asked to write
down · the brands they recalled. They
were then asked to match certain
elements used in each advertisement
with the specifi c product.
The students also, described their
sexua l reactions tb the advertisements
choosing responses wh jch ran ged from

"We h~ve a written -authorizathn
for the shipment of goods totali lg
$15,788.98," Treat added.

Smith added that the DOA was
responsible only for the approval of a
shipment's weight.

"very calm" to "very excited."
With all the data colle.cted, Welsch
said all he has left to do is write up the
results and rationales. for the test.
Commenting of the discovery that
most women did not seem to be influenced by the degree of male nudity,
Welsch said: - "One possibility is that
because there was a male model
featured and the product (cologne) was
aimed for mal es, the men tended to pay
more attention to the ad than the
women did ," he sa id.
Welsch said he hopes to complete the
. project by the eud of this quarter.

fOM!d.
ICE CREAM SUPERMARKETS

I·------------~,
2 FOR 1 · 11.------------~
·2 FOR 1 I
I

I I

I -Deluxe Sundae~Dinner I I

Sundae
1
1I
Anyday
Mix & Match Toppings I

I Reg. Price $6.95 11
l-':!~!~~'!.~!~!?!1_J L~~!.8!~!!~~!.!!!!.J
OPEN
10 A.M. to.10 ,P.M.

678 - 0637

7 438 University Blvd.
University Square

New applicat~on deadline in Fall
June 15 is the new application
deadline for UCF's fall semester.
The upcoming "change from a
quarter to a semester system at
the university is resulting in an
earlier start of cl asses.
The new June deadline will enadequate
time
for
sure

..

enrollment planning a nd fo r
processing an anticipated record
number of fa ll semester applitati ons. ·
F all -classes with begin Aug. 25
under the semester system, as opposed to late September under
the previot.!S quarter system.

Salisbury Ap.a rtments
.Large Studios $210

-~

ROSES $12.00 DZ. CASH & CARR/

·

/

10% DI.SCOUNTTOUCFSTUDENTS

WE DELIVER

HOURS:
Mon.-Fir. 9:00-5:30
Sat. l 0:00-4:00
· Closed Sundays

University Square

Availabl~ Now

PHONE:
273-7141
5946 Curry Ford Rd.

College Students Welcome

EXCLUDIN~ SPECIA~S

....

2 Bedroom, I Bath $300
2 Bedroom, 11/i Baths $310
2 Bedroom, 1 V2 Jiath $345
Townhouse
3 Bedroom, 2 liath $390

COUNTRY FLORIST ~~
Let Us Be Your Person~l Florist
J....~

.15-A & University Blvd.

677-1579

·,,j

Daisy's Basement

UCF
NIGHT

May 26, 'a1 ·
SHOW TICKETS $3.25

(with UC.F. l.D. )

a<e -

•

ALSO INCLUDED IN SHOW TICKET:
HAND CLAPPING SING-A-LONG •
• RAZZMATAZZ VAUDEVJLLE •
•
PEANUT THROWING •

••

Hairstyling and
Beauty Treat~ents for.
M~n. c;cnd Women

Shampoo &Set/Haircuts
Color /Henna Treatment
Frosting/Perm Waves ·
Hair Relaxing
Manicure/Pedicure
Nail Tipping
Facials/Wax.ing
Make-up/Lessons

Receive .a 10% .
Discount on all
Retail hair products
When you present
your student I.D. card

SARA 'N' Woody HAIRsTY~NG sALows
on the mezzanine in Gibbs Louis

(JOS) 425-9991

Colonial Plaza Mall

894-6841

•

Winter Park Mall

644-7272

Altamonte Mall
·834-4517
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OPINION
Senate needs to take action on .A&SF
Monopoly, Jeopardy, and 'Risk--it
seems as if anybody ar.o und here wants
to do is play games. If it's not one faction, it's another. Who knows. when
and how it's all going to stop. Or for
that matter, when is it all going to really start?
-.. .
Yes, it's Student Government again.
More specifically it's Activity and Service Fee--that wonderful $2.69 that
comes out .of each quarter hour that
each student is enrolled in. It all .;goes
into this big piggy bank and then
before it's actually ev'e n there, the piggies all get together and decide which
of the sly foxes is going to get money .
and how much.
Excuse me, I said piggy when I
meant to say chicken. That's what they
are this year, for the most part
anyway.
The A&SF budget is being put off
and put off by the Senate. The first
week it never got to it because of
cockfights and this past week tJ:te motion to bring it out on the floor wa~
defeated. So they haven't even started
on it yet. · Why did the A&SF committee even bother to finish it on time? Or
why did it even bother spending three
months on it?
During these two weeks that the
senate has remained idle, the senators
haven't. One must always give credit
where credit is due, right?

The senators have been out listening
to all these different groups that request SC funding . These groups put
quite a bit of time and effort into explaining why their special interests
should take precedence. I should know
because I am one of them.
This could go on forever, so face
it,some groups are going to get cut and
not every one is going to be happy. A
"risk" might have to be taken against
the administration.
So, Senators found out your information, and then vote for what is the best
for the students of this university.
Quit delaying action on it.

f/

·r

Laura Hofhnan

PL A'I

"T\.M.E 'S

Speci·a1 i.nterest groups only represent themsel·ves
Sometimes students at this university neck and approached the Phy~ical
seem to oscillate between apathy and Plant with allegations that a toxic
empathy on issues affecting this cam- chemical was . being spread impus. For example, the student gover- properly, possibly endangering studennment elections attracted only l 0 per- ts, he did it with the whole of the
cent ·of the students to the voting student population in mind. Evans' acbooths. This week, with the A&SF tions have led to an investigation of the
budget being reviewed by the student Physcial Plant's practices and h~ve
government, all sorts of special interest resulted in a warning issued by the
groups are coming out of the wood- 'Department 'of Agriculture that these
work to ~atch out for their respective practices are iqdirect violation of
tushes.
Florida law and need to be changed.
When Charles Evans stuck .out his

Evans didn't do it for Charles Evans,
or forthe Future or for the BSU, or for
the Theat~e Department or for any
other special interest on campus. He
faced the administration head-on for
the benefit of all students. _
Next time you read about apathy or
empathy on this campus, remember
this instance, and think about what actions are taken for the benefit whom . .
And think about who special interest
groups represent, just special interests.

Mike Lafferty

Sen. Rotter supports Marching Band budget Of $2,500
Editor:
The Mar~hiilg Band under Jerry
Gardner has reques.t~d funding from
the Activity and Service Fee Committee for a video tape system to 'help
promote the band at UCF.
This
equipment would be used to tape performances at football games and other
events as necessary. By taping performances, errors made on the field can
be viewed by the performers and
'corrective measures can be taken to
improve their performance. Another
use for the video tape system involves
recruitment for the band. With this
system, students from other schools
can see first hand how well our band

performs.
At first, I was opposed to Student
Government funding this program
because of the considerable cost of the
system as well as the availability of
such a system from Instructional
Resources. Since then, I've further
researched the issue with Sen. Stirling
and found that the video tape recorder
will have to be, in reality, located
within the Music Department to be
available on short notice. As to cost, I
worked with Jerry Gardner and Sen.
Stirling to cut the "fat" out of their
request.
· The former amount requested was
$.6,800 for a video tape system which

Letter Policy
Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Puture by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior to publication to b.e considered for the issue. Letters must not exceed 250 words _and must bea.r the writer's signature, address,. and phone
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pririted clearly. The Future reserves the right to e~it all letters to fit space
requirE'.ments.
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This public docum~nt was promulgated at an annua~ 1 cost of $79,060 or 5.3
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was to include. a %-inch video tape
recorder/playback machine, a 25-inch
color television monitor, a color TV
camera, a cart to hold the video recorder and extra cables. After taking a
h~rd look at those requests, we found
that the camera could be borrowed
from Instructional Resources as needed
and that the cables were supplied with
the machine. The new figure is $2,500,
a difference_ of $4,300 , with very little

difference in performance.
I hope the senate considers this ·
request since no other recorders are
available for continuous use · by the
Music Department. The machine can
remain the property' of SC and, in
theory, it can be sold or withdrawn at
a later date as it is tangible property,
as opposed to a program.
Sen. Rob Rotter

Lobbying trip praised
Editor:
I would like to take this opportu.nity
to bring to the students' attention the
success of our recent Student Government-Florida Student Association
Lobbying Conference in Tallahassee.
This seminar was attended by
delegations from all nine of Florida's
state . universities. UCF, due to the
organizing expertise of our SC Sta.te
Advocate Dave Lenox, was the largest
and most effective lobbying team in attendance.
The lobbying teams endured three
strenuous days of workshops on lobbying techniques and current issues
most important to the student
delegations. yve applied the knowledge
we learned from these workshops
during the two days we lobbied for
Editorial Board
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student concerns in the state capitol.
Although two days is far too short a
period of time to make meaningful
changes in the attitudes of our state
legislators, I feel that we impressed·
them ~ith our interest and concern- of
university problems.
The lobbying seminar is sponsored
each year by the Florida Student
Association and I hope that our
Student Government will continue to
send delegations to attend it. Just as
importantly, I hope the students of
UCF will improve our chances of successful lobbying in Tallahassee by
taking the time to send a brief note to
one of our local state legislators supporting low tuition and higher funding
for UCF's needs .
Sen. Al Ferguson

The Future is pi.tblish~d w~ekly,'jali, winter·
and spring and biweekly in the su.m mer at
the University of Central Florida. It is written and edited by students of the University
with offices in the Art Complex on Libra
Drive.
Opinions expressed in the Future are those
of the editor or the writer of the article, and
not necessarily those of the Board of
Publications, University Administration, or
Board of Regents.
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Administration's cooperation could have aided mini-baja
Editor:
Being a serious student at UCF,
fPel that
education is a strong part of my world. I recently
participated in an extra curricular activity that I felt
benefited my education tremendously.
/

My activity was a small part in helping to design
and build a one man amphibious buggy, or the Minibaja. The goal in building this buggy is to participate
in the Mini-baja East, an eastern · competition in .
design, cost, e~durance, looks, maneuverability, ect.
against other colleges in the eastern U.S. Although I,
along with other UCF students did attend the Mini-:
baja East, our. buggy did not make it. I feel the reason
we did not participate is due to the administration
and their rules at our institution of "higher
education."
.
Our problem centered around the use of the
machine shop. First, one must put in a work order at
the machine shop requesting a task to be completed.
Because of technical hold-ups (other wise known as
red tape) the task might be completed in five weeks.
This task is one which can be completed in two (2)
hours. Why do we have to wait five weeks?
.
.
Realizing t?~t our v~hicle would not be completed

Finally when we obtain the use of the machine
shop, the majority - of necessary equipment
mysteriou~ly becomes disabled, · by dis-assembled
equipment or incompleted tasks on the machine with
a sign stating "Do Not Touch!" Although ad~
ministration is not directly responsible for this,' it
represented yet another obst.a cle in successful completion of the buggy, which administrative action
could possibly alleviate.
In attending the Mini-baja East, I found ~hat
students from other colleges had open policy to their
machine shop. Even at the competition the sponsors,
Tennessee Tech, had· a open policy to attending
schools. They allowed visiting students to use their
equipment even though they were totally unfamili!Jr
with the machine shop.

fair Prices,-good Service, Choice

~

Although attending the eastern competition
educated our contingent, the main purpose of the trip
was after all, to win the baja competition,. i'n
representation of the University of Central Florida.
Therefore yve feel the absence of the buggy in the
competition not only down played the purpose of our
trip, but was a severe blow to the University's high ·
standards.

It is understandable that the administration doe~
not want the machine shop open freely,allowing any
student to use it, yet is seems reasonable that minibaja members might expect better co-operation from .
the administration concerning machine shop
policies.

If the administration wishes to have the clout
r~sulting from a winning Mini-baja, it w_ould seem

apparent that they would be more willing to assist us
in the assemble of the buggy in any ·w ay possible.

A chief engineer from NASA recently spoke to a
class here at UCF. He said that practical experience

SAGA's new cafeteria ·1acks
Editor:
UCF has a new cafeteria located
next to the bookstore. It is run by the
same company which serves the
Knights Den, SAGA . They hold a
monopoly for on-campus food service
and therefore can control prices, service and food quality as they see fit.
Prices are very high, as usual, but they
force students who want a sandwich
to buy the boat which includes fries,
S!oleslaw and salad~ Individual sandwiches are not sold. Hamburgers, or
should I say onion ~oll burgers, are
sold without the boat but they don't
say so or give a price on the menu
boards. What a sly way to make those
extra$$.
Next item is service· or the lack of it.
Service is extremely slow and of poor
quality. The cashiers do not seem to be
trained well, though it it probably not

would be our greatest asset in engineering. It seems
the administration differs in this opinion.

unti( 1990 taking this route, we derided to try alternate possibilities. The next rule the administration
stated is that students are not allowed in the machine
shop unless it was after ~ours and under supervision.
This creates an insurmountable inconvenience to our
professors as ~ell as the students.

their fault,
but that of the
management, to save money. If a McDonalds or Burger King manager saw
such service ·at their place the whole
crew would be gone.
My main complaint about the food is
the lack of choice given to the student.
The onion roll burger may be fihe for
those who like onion rolls am.I not the
'hamburger but can you get a hamburger with a bun? No. You can get
them to slice the onion roll to make the
ratio of bread and meat a bit better but
plan an extra five minute wait.
These 8:re simple problems which
have somewhat simple solutions. With
a monopoly such as this, things only
get worse until someone speaks up and
demand$ some changes. Ask to speak
to the manager and let him know how
you feel. Forget the suggestion box.
Vernon Bell

10%0FF

·

Margot J. White

"Around the World at La Petlte9'
An Introduction to 10 <:;:ountries for All Ages

La Petite Aeademy
341.6 Aloma Ave.
Winter Park, Fl.
.(305) 678-6311
. •Total Child Care-Ages 2-12•
•Open 6:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri. •

· PRESENT THIS AD FOR A FREE DAT
OR F"EE REGISTRATION. (825.00 value)

The Bchool of Perfarming Art5
Special Summer Workshop
Mime• Class.ical Ballet Variations• Creative
Dramatics• Dance Forms• Ballet for
Musical Theatre• Audition Techniques

~-

TO AL_L .UCF STUDENTS·~

Summer Session also available

l!JI MISTER B~i~~RSTYLING '
•
.WALK-IN~;,~~ C~~!at. 277-8015
6

June 15th thrl) August 13th
Ballet• Modern• Adult Exercise
Jazz• Tap• Allignment Classes

Reas~nable Rates

Hwy. 50 just W. of Alafaya Tr:

Call 831·1770

INTRODUCJN G·
STHANNUAL
DREAM GIRL DANCE
MAY22

PLACE: HYATT HOTEL
1-4 and 535 (Disney Exit)
TIME: 9:00-1 :00
DRESS: SEMI-FORMAL
COST: NO ADMISSION CHARGE
CASH BAR ONLY
OPEN ONLY TO SORORITIES & FRATERNITIES
AND THEIR DATES

. . . -CQ~J;:~ ANQ .SJJPP.ORT. voua .CANDJP.A.lES...... . ·~

r
.

.JAKE'S
POCKET SUB
STUFFED WITH

3DELICIOUSVARIETYMEATS

2 MOUTH WATERING CHEESES
LETTUCES, TOMATOES-& HERBS

l

~

J

.
BUY ONE
. AT
$1.69
GETONE
FOR
1h PRICE

)

SERVED HOT OR COLD
iOCATED .
... .- ACROSSFROM .LAKE.D.OWNEYP.ARK....

. ..
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MAY26·29
STUDENT CENTER

1t·s ·
BASIC
TO BEC@MING

UCF

SOPHllOIES!

ALLYOU

Because there's a two-year Anny ROTC program, in case you missed taking ROTC in your first two years of college.
You'll have to work to catch up, during the summer before
yourjunior year. But in two years you'll earn abou~ ~2,900, more
than half of which is tax free. Then you'll earn an officer's ·
commission at the same time you e~m a college degree.

TRYOIRO

CAN BE. ·

~

SUMMER PROGRAM .
Because by the time you're a junior, it'll be too late.

CALL:
MAJOR JAMES D. HlJrlNADA Y
University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida 32816

(305)2 75-24_30

-

@ARMYRQTC
THE COURSE IT PAYS TO TAKE.

